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to make a round trip, i will be adding the bonus williams bass 2 pack including the williams bass 2 wav, available for free in the marcus
miller bundle! the williams bass 2 features a metal body with a lighter and more articulate feel and a new multi-layered, multi-sampled
strings engine. the basses in trilian are designed to be played alongside the included chromatic guitar and piano instrument as part of a
trio. all of the instruments can be played in unison, with or without the other instruments, allowing for complete and flexible mixing of
instruments in a live environment. the drums are also included in the package and can be played in tandem with the basses or used as a
stand-alone percussion instrument.with these instruments, it is possible to create a wide variety of musical styles with complete
flexibility in the arrangement of the bass instruments. trilians arpeggiator feature groove lock technology is a spectrasonics exclusive
and allows the various instruments to be perfectly synchronized and matched up. there is no longer any need to search for that perfect
drum track that fits the bass perfectly or to have to constantly re-order the basses into another perfect configuration. more than simply a
list of presets, trilian can be used as a complete package of sounds and instruments with a well-thought-out layout. the included piano
instrument can be used as an accompaniment for the different basses or as a stand-alone instrument. the included drum kits have been
designed to work together with the basses and piano and are also included as a stand-alone percussion instrument.the basses in trilian
have been carefully pre-configured to create a large library of basses that can be used in a variety of musical styles, from fusion and acid
to rock and hip-hop. each of the basses have been created with great attention to detail and quality. for instance, the sounds can be
heard as individual samples or in stereo pairs. every bass has been deeply sampled, with a wide range of articulations and velocities. for
each of the basses, the user can choose to use the individual microphones or the stereo outputs for creating a solo bass performance or
to use a combination of the two. this allows for a wide variety of solo bass performances, some with a modern and funky sound, while
others are more traditional.
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made on a very small budget, in a complete rush, music from siesta, was supposed to honor and revisit the themes/music from miles and
gil evans monumental sketches of spain. that way it did so, though, was in such a way, that one cant tell whether it was the brilliant

outcome of a truly inspired session or sheer, dumb mega luck. reimagining the music of spain via fm synthesis, and a vast assortment of
digital samplers and drum machines, marcus found inspiration in the nocturnal spirit, if not the moonlit minimalism of that totemic

release. for synth sounds, trilian features newly-developed 4-pole juicy and power filter algorithms with oscillating resonance that are
ideal for electronic bass. hundreds of synth soundsources were created using over 30 of the most exotic and coveted hardware

synthesizers from the original moog taurus pedals to the latest boutique analog modular synthesizers. miles davis mastered the 1970
album in a single take, but siesta, on the other hand, was a three-hour session. and, its not for lack of trying. after spending a full year,
and with the aid of every available resource, marcus managed to recreate the album, with actual drums, from scratch, in a single day,

using massive, st3, plugins and mastering software from the 80s. it was also a labor of love, as the music video shows, and the sounds of
siesta are the result of all that effort and love. something to be proud of, i think. the album features bassist marcus miller, who played

with miles davis on kind of blue and a&m, and the legendary ray charles. his tracks are a real reflection of his many experiences, and as
a result, they are varied in style. from the free-jazz rarities of django and bitches brew to the romantic ballads of so what, this album is a

real pleasure to hear. and, all the songs were recorded on analog tape and synthesizers (sorry, no drum machines) with only the
assistance of a few old-fashioned instruments. definitely worth a look if you like this sort of music. you can even see a video interview

with miller on the siesta website. 5ec8ef588b
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